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**Installation**

**PREPARATION**

Good working practices and statutory health and safety considerations should be followed. Safe working platforms or other means of access should be arranged to avoid accidents. Wear protective gloves, goggles and dust-masks, particularly when handling insulation, and dusty or sooty materials. There is a danger of cuts and abrasions from the liner and metal fittings.

Flue Factory Multi Fuel Liner can be used with UK solid mineral based fuels that contain sulphur (up to 2%) and chlorine (up to 1%) as well wood and wood products.

**SIZE OF LINING**

The following is a general guide for flue sizing but referral should be made to Building Regulations ADJ Clause 2.4 and Table 2.2.

Open fires including flame effect open gas fires
Minimum 200mm diameter for fire openings up to 500mm x 500mm. Larger fires require a flue area equal to 14-16% of the total area of the fireplace opening. (Minimum flue diameter 180mm for gas effect fires).

Solid-fuel stoves, room heaters, boilers and cookers
Minimum 150mm diameter, 180mm – 200mm for larger or multi-fuel appliances.

**Other appliances**

Consult the appliance manufacturer.

Unless the appliance manufacturer recommends otherwise, the diameter of the liner should not be smaller than the appliance outlet.

**PREPARING THE CHIMNEY**

Check that the appliance and chimney arrangements are satisfactory and that the walls of the chimney are at least 100mm thick solid masonry; ensure that the chimney is structurally sound, wind proof and watertight. Clean the chimney using a brush and rods. Remove any terminals or cappings, which might effect installation of the liner.

There are two methods of installation at the top of the stack that we recommend (1) where the pot is removed to secure the liner or (2) a pot hanger or pot hanging cowl is used therefore removal of the pot is not required – this is not recommended in an exposed area.

**Method 1 - Pot Removal**

a) Attach the draw-cord to the nose cone. Use self-tapping screws OR strong tape to secure the nose cone to the end of the liner. Lower it into the chimney from the top, if necessary gently pulling from below using the draw-cord. When the lower end position has been determined remove the cone.

b) Remove the chimney pot and clear any cement and debris from the pot area.

c) When the chimney liner is all the way through the flue, connect the base of the chimney liner to the appropriate adaptor using stainless steel screws and seal with fire cement.

d) If you are insulating the chimney do this now (see Insulation).

e) Cut the liner to the desired length leaving about 100mm for the clamp to be secured and insert the Protection Sleeve into the top of the liner.

f) Place the Top Plate over the liner and secure the liner in place using the Top Clamp. The clamp should secure both the liner and Protection Sleeve.

g) Flaunch the Top Plate and Top Clamp and surrounding area with a suitable mortar and re-fit the chimney pot.

**Method 2 - Not Removing Pot**

a) Attach the draw-cord to the nose cone. Use self-tapping screws OR strong tape to secure the nose cone to the end of the liner. Lower it into the chimney from the top, if necessary gently pulling from below using the draw-cord. When the lower end position has been determined remove the cone.

b) When the chimney liner is all the way through the flue, connect the base of the chimney liner to the appropriate adaptor using stainless steel screws and seal with fire cement.

c) If you are insulating the chimney do this now (see Insulation).

d) Cut the liner to the desired length – this should be to the height of the chimney pot.

e) Attach the Pot Hanger or Pot Hanging Cowl to the top of the liner – the bottom spigot is inserted into the top of the liner. The straps are then tightened around the liner to form a secure hold.

f) The Pot Hanger or Pot Hanging Cowl should now fit flush with the top of the chimney pot.

g) If the Hanger has a strap on the outside secure this to the pot.
At the bottom of the chimney, secure the liner into the socket of an appliance MA adaptor using fire cement. For open fires, secure and seal a flue gather into the masonry gather above the fire opening.

For other appliances use a minimum 600mm length of flue pipe before connecting to the appliance adaptor. Note that the liner should be at least the same diameter as the outlet from the appliance.

The space between the liner and the inside wall of the chimney should be sealed.

The Chimney Notice Plate should be filled in and fixed in an appropriate place as per Building Regulations.

**INSULATION**

We recommend insulation or back filling only on tall, large or exposed chimneys. Whilst not essential, an insulated flue should ensure maximum performance and minimize condensation in the lining.

To insulate the chimney either (1) use a loose fill granular insulating material such as Micafil, this should be mixed one part ordinary Portland cement to six parts Micafil. (2) rockwool insulating tubes.

**CUTTING THE LINER**

We recommend cutting the liner with a hacksaw, be sure to use protective gloves while cutting because the liner can have razor sharp edges.
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